TOTAL CONTROL, PERFECT TIMING

Set a schedule for superior lighting, while enjoying the convenience of app-based management for the entire home, with The Hub LC7001 Whole House Lighting Controller! Compatible with Legrand’s RF Lighting Control devices, the LC7001 connects by Ethernet to a home’s network to enable easy management and automation of a home’s lights, all through the intuitive and aesthetic Legrand Lighting Control app for iOS mobile devices. Using a real-time clock with location-based settings, users can program lighting scenes for specific times – such as lights on at sunset, or lights out at dawn – as well as manage individual or groups of lights with a simple press of a finger.

FEATURES
▪ Enables management and automation of a home’s lights through an iOS app for mobile devices
▪ Contains a real-time clock for scheduling specific time-of-day lighting scenes
▪ Controls individual lights as well as groups of lights, and executes full scenes
▪ Allows up to 100 scenes and 100 zones
▪ Powered by POE or Plug-In Power Supply
▪ Blends in easily with a sleek, compact design

BENEFITS
Complete Management: With 100 possible zones and compatibility with all Legrand’s RFLC devices, easily manage the whole house’s lights, right from your favorite iOS mobile device, with the LC7001 and Lighting Control app.

Scheduled Scenes: Featuring a built-in clock that’s configurable to your location, the Whole House Lighting Controller enables incredible lighting automation through time-specific scenes.